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(57) ABSTRACT 

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) uses nanos 
cale metal particles (SERS-active particles) or Surface 
roughness to enhance the Raman Signal of Raman-active 
analytes contacting the Surface. SERS Sandwich particles 
contain SERS-active particles Sandwiching a Raman-active 
Substance and Serve as optical tags. Preferably, the particles 
are rod-shaped, with each layer (SERS-active and Raman 
active) formed as a distinct Stripe of the particle. These 
freestanding particles can be derivatized with Surface 
ligands capable of associating with analytes of interest in, 
for example, a biological Sample. The acquired Raman 
Spectrum of the particle encodes the identity of the ligand. 
Because of the simplicity and intensity of Raman spectra, 
highly multiplexed assays are capable using SERS particles 
with different Raman-active Species. 
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SURFACE-ENHANCED SPECTROSCOPY-ACTIVE 
SANDWCH NANOPARTICLES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. applica 
tion Ser. No. 10/056,808, "Surface-Enhanced Spectroscopy 
Active Sandwich Nanoparticles, filed Jan. 25, 2002, which 
claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 
60/264,497, “Nanoparticle Tags Comprising Sandwiches of 
SERS-Active Particles,” filed Jan. 26, 2001; and U.S. Pro 
visional Application No. 60/297,097, “Method for Preparing 
SERS Sandwich Geometries from Striped, Rod-Shaped 
Nanoparticles, filed Jun. 8, 2001; both of which are herein 
incorporated by reference in their entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to nanopar 
ticles used as molecular tags in biological assays and other 
applications. More particularly, it relates to Surface-en 
hanced spectroscopy-active (e.g., SERS-active) nanopar 
ticles containing Raman-active material Sandwiched 
between two SERS-active layers. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0003) When light is directed onto a molecule, the vast 
majority of the incident photons are elastically Scattered 
without a change in frequency; however, the energy of some 
of the incident photons (approximately 1 in every 107 
incident photons) is coupled into distinct vibrational modes 
of the molecule's bonds. Such coupling causes Some of the 
incident light to be inelastically Scattered by the molecule 
with a range of frequencies that differ from the range of the 
incident light. This is termed the Raman effect. By plotting 
the frequency of Such inelastically Scattered light against its 
intensity, the unique Raman spectrum of the molecule under 
observation is obtained. Analysis of the Raman spectrum of 
an unknown Sample can yield information about the Sam 
ple's molecular composition. 
0004. The incident illumination for Raman spectroscopy, 
usually provided by a laser, can be concentrated to a Small 
Spot if the SpectroScope is built with the configuration of a 
microScope. Since the Raman signal Scales linearly with 
laser power, light intensity at the Sample can be very high in 
order to optimize sensitivity of the instrument. Moreover, 
because the Raman response of a molecule occurs essen 
tially instantaneously (without any long-lived highly ener 
getic intermediate states), photobleaching of the Raman 
active molecule-even by this high intensity light-is 
impossible. This places Raman spectroScopy in Stark con 
trast to fluorescence spectroscopy, in which photobleaching 
dramatically limits many applications. 
0005 The Raman effect can be significantly enhanced by 
bringing the Raman-active molecule(s) close (<50 A) to a 
nanometer-Scale roughened metal Surface. Bringing mol 
ecules in close proximity to metal Surfaces is typically 
achieved through adsorption of the Raman-active molecule 
onto Suitably roughened gold, Silver, or copper or other free 
electron metals. Surface-enhancement of the Raman activity 
is also observed with metal colloidal particles, metal films 
on dielectric Substrates, and metal particle arrayS. The 
mechanism by which this Surface-enhanced Raman Scatter 
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ing (SERS) occurs is not well understood, and is thought to 
result from a combination of (i) electromagnetic effects, 
Surface plasmon resonances in the metal that enhance the 
local intensity of the light, and (ii) chemical effects, forma 
tion and Subsequent transitions of charge-transfer complexes 
between the metal Surface and the Raman-active molecule. 

0006 SERS allows detection of molecules attached to the 
Surface of a single gold or Silver nanoparticle. A Raman 
enhancing metal that has associated or bound to it a Raman 
active molecule(s) is referred to as a SERS-active nanopar 
ticle. Such SERS-active nanoparticles can have utility as 
optical tags. For example, SERS-active nanoparticles can be 
used in immunoassays when conjugated to an antibody 
against a target molecule of interest. If the target of interest 
is immobilized on a Solid Support, then the interaction 
between a single target molecule and a Single nanoparticle 
bound antibody can be detected by Searching for the Raman 
active molecule's unique Raman Spectrum. Furthermore, 
because a single Raman spectrum (from 100 to 3500 cm) 
can detect many different Raman-active molecules, different 
SERS-active nanoparticles can be used in multiplexed assay 
formats. 

0007. In U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/680,782, 
filed Oct. 6, 2000, entitled “Surface Enhanced Spectros 
copy-Active Composite Nanoparticles, incorporated herein 
by reference in its entirety, and hereinafter referred to as the 
782 application, SERS-based tags are described. Each 
SERS-active composite nanoparticle (SACN) consists of a 
SERS-active metal nanoparticle; a Submonolayer, mono 
layer, or multilayer of SERS-active Species in close proX 
imity to the metal Surface; and an encapsulating shell 
consisting of a polymer, glass, or other dielectric material. 
This places the SERS-active molecule (alternately referred 
to herein as the “analyte,” not to be confused with the 
Species in Solution that is ultimately being quantified) at the 
interface between the metal nanoparticle and the encapsu 
lant. 

0008. The analyte molecule can be chosen to exhibit 
extremely simple Raman spectra, because there is no need 
for the species to absorb visible light. This, in turn, allows 
multiple SACN particles, each with different analyte mol 
ecules, to be fabricated Such that the Raman spectra of each 
analyte can be distinguished in a mixture of different types 
of SACN particles. 
0009 SACNs are easily handled and stored. Because of 
the encapsulant, they are also aggregation resistant, Stabi 
lized against decomposition of the analyte in Solvent and air, 
chemically inert, and easily centrifuged and redispersed 
without loss of SERS activity. Most importantly, the encap 
Sulant shells of SACNs may be readily derivatized by 
standard techniques. This allows SACNs to be conjugated to 
molecules (including biomolecules Such as proteins and 
nucleic acids) or to Solid Supports without interfering with 
the Raman activity of the SACNs. Unlike metal nanopar 
ticles, SACNS can be evaporated to dryness, and then 
completely redispersed in Solvent. Using the techniques 
provided in the 782 application, it is possible to fabricate 
SACNs that are individually detectable using SERS. 
0010) The SACNs provided by the 782 application are 
uniquely identifiable nanoparticles. They can be used in 
Virtually any situation in which it is necessary to label 
molecules or objects (including beads and other types of 
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Solid Support) with an optical tag. Biomolecules can be 
conjugated readily to the exterior of SACNs by standard 
techniques, thereby allowing the particles to function as 
optical tags in biological assayS. SACNS can be used in 
Virtually any assay that uses an optical tag Such as a 
fluorescent label; however, as optical tags, SACNs have 
Several distinct advantages over fluorescent labels. These 
advantages include vastly more Sensitive detection, chemi 
cal uniformity, and the resistance of the SERS activity to 
photobleaching or photodegradation. A further benefit of 
using SACNS as optical tags is the ease with which indi 
vidual SACNs having different SERS activities may be 
resolved from one another. At least twenty different SACNs 
are resolvable from one another using a simple Raman 
Spectrometer. This enables multiplexed assays to be per 
formed using a panel of different SACNS, each having a 
unique and distinguishable SERS activity. 
0011 U.S. Pat. No. 6,149,868, entitled “Surface 
Enhanced Raman Scattering From Metal Nanoparticle-Ana 
lyte-Noble Metal Substrate Sandwiches,” incorporated 
herein by reference in its entirety, and hereinafter referred to 
as the 868 patent, teaches that the Raman intensity of 
SERS-active molecules can be significantly enhanced by 
conjugating the molecule to colloidal metal nanoparticles, 
and then absorbing or covalently-attaching the metal nano 
particles to a macroscopic SERS Substrate, Such as an 
aggregated Ag Sol or a roughened Ag electrode. In doing So, 
Sandwiches are formed between the metal nanoparticle and 
the macroscopic SERS substrate, with the SERS-active 
molecule lying between the two metal Surfaces. It is known 
that the enhancement in SERS-activity in this configuration 
results from large increases in the electric field between the 
colloidal metal nanoparticles and the macroscopic SERS 
substrate. Although the sandwiches of the 868 patent are 
themselves useful as SERS substrates, the macroscopic 
dimensions of the SERS-active Substrate onto which the 
nanoparticles are absorbed preclude them from being opti 
mal optical tags for biomolecular labeling. Moreover, the 
structural heterogeneity of the SERS-active substrates onto 
which the colloidal particles are absorbed means that a 
Sandwich is not formed at every site where a colloidal 
particle associates with the SERS-active substrate. 
0012 Recently, SERS spectra have been observed for 
Single molecules on the Surface of colloidal metal nanopar 
ticles, with enhancement factors of 10'-10'. Although the 
mechanisms for Single-molecule and Single-particle SERS 
are still unknown, it is believed that the large enhancement 
factors are obtained only at the interstitial Sites between two 
particles or at locations outside Sharp Surface protrusions, 
so-called “hot spots.” In fact, it has been hypothesized that 
SERS spectra of large numbers of molecules are dominated 
by Single molecules adsorbed at Special Surface Sites. One 
recent study of SERS of rhodamine 6G molecules on the 
surface of silver nanoparticles found that SERS activity 
occurred only for clusters of at least two individual silver 
particles, and not for isolated particles (A. M. Michaels et 
al., “Ag Nanocrystal Junctions as the Site for Surface 
Enhanced Raman Scattering of Single Rhodamine 6G Mol 
ecules.J. Phys. Chem. B 2000, 104, 11965-11971). These 
clusters were not deliberately prepared, but rather were 
formed randomly by Spin-casting a Solution of R6G and 
colloidal Silver onto a polylysine-coated quartz cover slip. In 
addition, there were no free clusters of particles formed; all 
of the clusters were formed on the surface of the cover slip. 
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0013 Rod-shaped nanoparticles and methods for their 
use are described in detail in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
09/598,395, filed Jun. 20, 2000, and its continuation-in-part, 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/677,198, filed Oct. 2, 
2000, both entitled “Colloidal Rod Particles as Nanobar 
Codes,” and both incorporated herein by reference in their 
entirety. Also incorporated herein by reference in their 
entirety are U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/677,203, 
entitled "Method of Manufacture of Colloidal Rod Particles 
as Nanobar Codes,” and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
09/676,890, “Methods of Imaging Colloidal Rod Particles as 
Nanobar Codes,” both filed Oct. 2, 2000. The latter appli 
cation describes flow cytometry techniques to quantify fluo 
rescent nanoparticles, optical microscopy fluorescence 
detection of nanoparticles, and TEM reflectivity detection of 
nanoparticles. Also incorporated herein by reference in its 
entirety is U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/969,518, 
"Method of Manufacture of Colloidal Rod Particles as 
Nanobarcodes,” filed Oct. 2, 2001, which discloses photo 
lithographic methods for manufacturing the rod-shaped 
nanoparticles. 

0014 Similar structures have been formed as nanowires 
for use in electronic applications. For example, nanowire 
diodes have been Synthesized by Sequential electroplating of 
metals and assembly of semiconductor/polymer films (N. I. 
Kovtyukhova et al., “Layer-by-Layer Assembly of Rectify 
ing Junctions in and on Metal Nanowires.J. Phys. Chem. B 
2001, 105,8762-8769). These diodes consist of 10-nm thick 
semiconductor/polymer films sandwiched between two 0.5- 
300 um segments of a 200-nm diameter nanowire. These 
particles are too large to be SERS active. Much smaller 
30-nm diameter nanowires have also been produced con 
taining alternating 5-nm thick Ni and Cu layers (L. Sun et 
al., “Fabrication of Nanoporous Single Crystal Mica Tem 
plates for Electrochemical Deposition of Nanowire Arrays, 
J. Mater. Sci. 2000, 35, 1079). These nanowires are not 
SERS-active and are not used as biomolecular or other tags. 
0015) Given the dramatic enhancement of SERS activity 
observed when a Raman-active molecule is Sandwiched 
between two SERS-active Substrates, it is desirable to have 
a method for deliberately preparing Such Sandwiches. Par 
ticles prepared with Such methods would have utility as 
optical tags. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0016. The present invention provides free-standing 
SERS-active nanoparticles that can be deliberately prepared 
and can be used as optical tags. The particles display a 
Sandwich-type geometry consisting of at least three ele 
ments: at least two Surface-enhanced Spectroscopy-active 
(e.g., SERS-active) outer regions and a spectroscopy-active 
(e.g., Raman-active) analyte positioned between the outer 
regions. Because of the large enhancement factors associ 
ated with Such a Sandwich Structure, high Signal intensities 
are obtained from even Sub-monolayer analytes, and the 
particles can be used in Standard assays in which fluorescent 
tags are currently used. 
0017 Preferably, the nanoparticles have a maximum 
length of at most 300 nm and are rod shaped. The outer 
regions each have a maximum length of less than 200 nm 
and preferably less than 100 nm, and can have the Same or 
different chemical composition. Typically, the Outer regions 
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contain a metal Such as Au, Ag, Cu, Na, K, Cr,Al, or Li. The 
spacing between the outer regions is Selected to maximize 
the intensity of a spectrum of the analyte, and can be 
controlled by one or more Spacers placed between the 
analyte and the outer regions. The analyte ranges from a 
monolayer to a multi-layer of molecules, with a preferable 
thickness of up to 50 nm, and most preferably between 0.5 
and 2 nm. The entire particle is preferably Surrounded by an 
encapsulant to which a capture molecule can be attached. 
0.018. The present invention also includes a collection or 
ensemble of these differentiable nanoparticles. Preferably, 
the members of the collection are differentiable based on the 
nature of the Raman spectrum generated by the intermediate 
layer. When the particles have attached capture molecules, 
the analytes encode the identity of the capture molecules. 
0019. The present invention also includes methods of 
manufacture of the nanoparticles and applications for their 
use. The nanoparticles may be used in Virtually any appli 
cation or assay in which a detectable tag or label is required, 
particularly biological assays that typically use fluorescent 
tags attached to biomolecules. In these applications, one or 
more particles are attached to an object of interest Such as a 
biomolecule, and a spectrum is acquired of the particle. In a 
method for conducting an assay, ligands capable of associ 
ating with an analyte in Solution are attached to the particles 
to form coated particles, and the coated particles are con 
tacted with the Solution. Typically, particles having different 
Raman spectra are attached to different ligands, which are 
capable of associating with different analytes. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0020 FIG. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a 
SERS sandwich nanoparticle (SSN) of the present invention. 
0021 FIG. 2 is a schematic cross-sectional view of an 
alternative embodiment of a SSN having multiple sandwich 
StructureS. 

0022 FIG. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view of an 
embodiment of a SSN having tipped outer regions. 
0023 FIG. 4 illustrates a self-assembled SSN having 
multiple outer regions. 
0024 FIG. 5 is a schematic perspective view of a pre 
ferred embodiment of a rod-shaped SSN of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0.025 The present invention is directed to surface 
enhanced SpectroScopy-active nanoparticles that display a 
Sandwich-type geometry. Also included within the Scope of 
this invention are methods of manufacture of the particles 
and uses of the particles, including their use as molecular or 
cellular optical tags. For clarity, the method is described 
primarily in reference to Surface-enhanced Raman SpectroS 
copy (SERS); however, it is to be understood that the 
method can be used with any of the different spectroscopies 
described below. 

0.026 FIG. 1 illustrates a basic embodiment of a nano 
particle 10 of the invention displaying a Sandwich geometry 
containing two outer regions or layerS 12 and 14 and an 
intermediate region or analyte 16. Nanoparticles with a 
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sandwich geometry are referred to as “SERS sandwich 
nanoparticles” or “SSNs.” Throughout this application, the 
composition of a SSN is described as X/Y/Z, where X and 
Z Signify the composition of the Outer regions and Y 
Signifies the intermediate region composition. The outer 
regions 12 and 14 of SSNs contain SERS-active entities, and 
the intermediate region 16 contains a Substance with a 
Raman spectrum, referred to as a Raman-active Substance. 
SERS-active entities enhance the intensity of the Raman 
Signal of analytes in contact with the SERS-active entities, 
in this case the intermediate layer 16. In preferred embodi 
ments, each outer region is formed by a discrete SERS 
active particle. For example, a Sandwich can be formed 
between two 5-nm Au particles, with the intermediate layer 
lying at the point of contact of the two particles. In use, the 
nanoparticles of the invention are not fixed to a Surface and 
are therefore referred to as free-standing particles. AS used 
herein, a free-Standing particle refers to one that can be 
removed from Solution and resuspended; an aggregated 
colloidal Sol, for example, is not a free-standing particle. 
0027. The particles forming the outer regions 12 and 14 
of the Structure are characterized by a length dimension 
whose nature depends upon the particular shape of the 
particle. For example, Spherical particles are characterized 
by a diameter and cylindrical particles by a longitudinal 
length. In general, for irregularly shaped particles, the length 
dimension is defined as the longest distance between two 
points on the surface of the particle. The smallest SERS 
active particles that are useful to form the Sandwich struc 
tures of the invention are those that exhibit bulk metallic 
properties, e.g., those at least 3 nm in one or more dimen 
Sions, but that are Smaller than the wavelength of incident 
light. Preferably, the maximum length dimension of the 
particles is approximately 200 nm, more preferably 150 mm, 
and most preferably 100 nm. It is not necessary that the outer 
layers of a single SSN contain particles of the same size. For 
example, a Sandwich Structure of 10-nm diameter particle/ 
SERS-active molecule/100-nm diameter particle is within 
the scope of the invention. Preferably, the entire SSN has a 
maximum length dimension of at most 300 nm. 
0028. In some embodiments, an individual SSN is con 
structed from just two SERS-active particles or regions. For 
example, as in FIG. 1, a SSN can contain an intermediate 
layer Sandwiched between two 5-nm particles, in this 
example, just one instance of the Sandwich geometry is 
found. In other embodiments, a SSN contains multiple outer 
layerS Such that multiple instances of the Sandwich geometry 
are found on a single SSN. For example, as illustrated in 
FIG. 2, a SSN 20 can be formed with the following 
Structure: a 200-nm diameter particle 22 coated with an 
intermediate layer 24, and then coated with a layer 26 of 
10-nm particles. In this embodiment, the Sandwich geometry 
is found at each location where a 10-nm particle is associ 
ated with the 200-nm particle 22. 
0029. The SERS-active materials that form the outer 
regions of the Sandwich preferably contain those metallic 
Substances for which chemical enhancement, electromag 
netic enhancement, or both, is known in the art. Preferably, 
the Outer regions contain Au, Ag, or Cu. The outer regions 
can also contain other metals, including, but not limited to, 
Na, K, Cr, Al, or Li. Furthermore, the outer regions can 
contain alloys of metals. In Some embodiments, each outer 
region particle consists of a core (of pure metal or an alloy) 
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overlaid with at least one metal shell. Preferably, the com 
position of the Outer layerS is chosen to maximize the 
intensity of the Raman Signal from the intermediate layer. 
0030) The outer regions of a SSN can be formed by 
SERS-active particles of the same chemical composition, 
e.g., Ag/intermediate layer/Ag. Alternatively, the Outer lay 
erS can have different compositions, e.g., Au/intermediate 
layer/Ag. In still further embodiments, SSNs in which 
multiple instances of the Sandwich geometry occur can be 
organized in Such a way that different outer regions are 
present at different locations on the same SSN. For example, 
a 200-nm Au particle can be coated first with an intermediate 
layer and then with a mixture of 10-nm Ag particles and 
10-nm Au particles. The resulting SSN displays both Ag/in 
termediate layer/Au and Au/intermediate layer/Au Sandwich 
geometries. 

0031) The SERS-active particles that form the outer 
layers of a SSN can have a variety of Shapes and sizes. 
Particle shapes that can be used for SSNs include, but are not 
limited to, spheres, oblate (pancake-shaped) and prolate 
(cigar-shaped) spheroids, lacunar (recessed) shapes, hollow 
shapes (e.g., Straw shaped), cylindrical particles, cubic par 
ticles, or rectangular particles. In addition, outer layer par 
ticles can have a concave or convex shape (e.g., like optical 
lenses). Alternatively, particles can have a tipped shape (like 
the end of pencil or like a pyramid). Particle shapes can also 
be chosen Such that particles fit together. For example, if 
each Outer region contains a Serrated feature with teeth, then 
individual particles can interlock by meshing the teeth. 
0032 FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of a SERS sand 
wich particle 30 in which the outer regions 32 and 34 have 
a tipped shape, with their points directed toward each other. 
The analyte 36, which can be a single molecule, is posi 
tioned between the two tips, i.e., at the point of Smallest 
distance between the two Outer regions 32 and 34. Adjacent 
to the analyte 36 and filling the space between the outer 
regions 32 and 34 is a spacer material 38 that can be the 
same as or different from the analyte 36. If the material 38 
is different from the analyte 36, it is preferably a material 
that does not yield a measurable Raman spectrum. 
0.033 Numerous other well-defined shapes have been 
reported for colloidal noble metal particles, including but 
not limited to truncated icosahedra, as described by AScen 
cio et al., Surface Science 2000, 447, 73, incorporated herein 
by reference in its entirety. Additional examples of particle 
shapes include but are not limited to twinned crystals 
described in Dhere et al., Ultramicroscopy 1985, 18, 415 
418; shapes described in Duffet al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 
Eng. 1987, 26, 676-678; and prisms described in R. Jin et al., 
Science 2001, 294, 1901-1903; all of which are incorporated 
herein by reference in their entirety. Moreover, in addition to 
particle shape, the extent of SERS activity is dependent on 
the excitation wavelength and the manner of Surface prepa 
ration. 

0034. In the preceding embodiments, outer regions have 
well-defined shapes; however, outer regions that lack a 
definable overall structure, but have at least one definable 
feature, are included within the Scope of the invention. A 
non-limiting example is the shape of a crumpled piece of 
paper: this has no well-defined shape, but possesses well 
defined features, Such as a Square pyramid, on its otherwise 
indefinable Surface. Similarly, particles that have Such fea 
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tures on an otherwise well-defined shape are also included 
within the Scope of the invention. A non-limiting example is 
the presence of a Square pyramidal tip on the Surface of an 
otherwise perfect sphere. Those skilled in the art will 
recognize that Such features have often been described as 
being important in the mechanism of SERS (the so-called 
“antenna' effect). Accordingly, it is to be understood that 
any and all particles with one or more definable features on 
their Surfaces are included in the Scope of the invention. In 
addition, in preferred embodiments of the invention, the 
composition, shape, and size of the outer layer particles are 
chosen to optimize the intensity of the Raman spectrum of 
the intermediate layer. 
0035) In some embodiments, SSNs are formed by self 
assembly and can have more than two outer regions. For 
example, as shown in FIG. 4 (not to Scale), an analyte 
molecule R can be prepared linked to four thiol groups. 
When added to a gold colloid Solution, each thiol group 
binds to a Single gold colloid, forming the tetrahedral 
sandwich structure shown in FIG. 4. This concept can be 
extended to any number of colloids Surrounding the analyte. 
For example, the analyte can be linked to one or more 
dendrimers, Synthetic three-dimensional branched macro 
molecules. Each branch of the dendrimer can terminate with 
a thiol group, causing Self-assembly of a corresponding 
number of gold colloids around the analyte. 
0036) The spacing between the outer regions is preferably 
chosen in order to maximize the intensity of the Raman 
Spectrum of the material in the intermediate layer. Because 
the electromagnetic field Strength between the outer regions 
is a function of the particle shape and size, optimal spacing 
is Specific to a given SSN. Typically, the field is strongest at 
the center of the distance between the two outer regions. 
This distance is lowest when the Outer layers touch one 
another. It is possible to increase the distance between the 
outer layers if one, or preferably both, of the outer regions 
are coated with a layer of a material Such as metal oxide or 
glass oxide. The oxide layer Serves as a Spacer; by modifying 
the thickness of the oxide layer, the distance between the 
outer layers can be “tuned” to arrive at the distance at which 
the most intense Raman spectrum is obtained from the 
intermediate layer material. The Spacer layer can instead be 
a biological molecule, Such as an antibody, attached to the 
outer layer and capable of binding to the Raman-active 
analyte. Preferably, the intermediate layer is a monolayer of 
Raman-active molecules, with a thickness ranging between 
0 and 50 nm, and preferably approximately 0.5-2 nm. It can 
also be as Small as a Single molecule or as large as a 
multi-layer of Raman-active molecules. 
0037. In preferred embodiments, SSNs are organized as 
segmented rod nanoparticles 40, shown in FIG. 5. Rod 
shaped nanoparticles and methods for their manufacture are 
described in the above-referenced patent applications. Seg 
mented rod-shaped nanoparticles, referred to as Nanobar 
codes' particles, preferably contain multiple Segments or 
“Stripes of metal; however, the Segments can consist of any 
material. Such NanobarcodesTM particles can be fabricated 
by the Sequential electrochemical reduction of metal ions in 
Solution using a porous membrane as a template. In this 
method, particles are formed one Stripe at a time within the 
pores of the membrane. Segments can also be added using, 
for example, chemical vapor deposition and/or chemical Self 
assembly. Using the aforementioned methods, it is possible 
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to form NanobarcodesTM particles of length between 10 nm 
and 50 um and of width between 5 nm and 50 lum, with any 
cross sectional shape. In the instant invention, SNNs can be 
formed as rod-shaped particles in which the outer regions 
and the intermediate region are each individual Stripes or 
segments. Rod-shaped SSNs have preferred dimensions of 
between 10 and 100 nm in diameter and 100 and 200 nm in 
length. 

0.038 For example, a rod-shaped particle with a stripe of 
Raman-active material Sandwiched between two Stripes of 
Ag functions as a SSN. This particle has the basic SSN 
architecture, namely outer region/intermediate layer/outer 
region. Similarly, a 5-stripe particle of composition Ag/OX 
ide Spacer/intermediate layer/oxide Spacer/Ag also Serves as 
a SSN. Using the Nanobarcodes particle fabrication tech 
niques, it is possible to form SSNs that comprise multiple 
outer layerS and multiple intermediate layers within a single 
particle. In Such particles, each intermediate layer Stripe is 
flanked by outer layer Stripes, preferably Separated from the 
intermediate layer by Stripes of oxide Spacers. A non 
limiting example of this embodiment is the rod-shaped 
particle of composition Ag/intermediate layer/Ag/interme 
diate layer/Ag. 

0039. Although Nanobarcodes particle technology is 
typically used to make nanoparticles with a circular croSS 
Section, the methods can be adapted to form nanoparticles 
with any cross-sectional shape. For example, in Some 
embodiments, SSNs formed as Nanobarcodes particles can 
have ends that are sharp-tipped, e.g., Spiked or pencil tipped. 
The presence of Such sharp-tipped features is known to 
contribute to the Surface enhancement of the Raman Spec 
trum through the “antenna effect” mentioned above. In 
another embodiment, a Nanobarcodes particle can be 
formed with the architecture of an optical microcavity. 

0040. In preferred embodiments of the invention, SSNs 
are used as tags or labels that can be physically or chemi 
cally (covalently or non-covalently) attached to entities of 
interest (ranging in size from molecules to macroscopic) for 
the purpose of quantification, identification, and/or tracking. 
Ligands or capture molecules capable of associating with or 
binding to analytes of interest are attached to the Surface of 
the SSNs. In these embodiments, the Raman spectrum of the 
intermediate layer Serves, at least in part, to identify the 
capture molecules. When SSNs are used as tags or labels, the 
intermediate layer is referred to alternately as the “analyte,” 
not to be confused with the Species or object that is ulti 
mately being quantified using SSNs as tags or labels. Any 
and all conditions leading to differentiation of particles on 
the basis of Raman spectroscopy can be used to make Sets 
of nanoparticulate tags. 

0041) When the SSNs are Nanobarcodes particles, the 
intermediate layer is preferably between 0 and 50 nm, and 
most preferably between 0.5 and 2 nm in thickness. The 
Simplest analyte Species contemplated by the invention is a 
monolayer, Submonolayer, or fraction of a Single monolayer 
of a Single molecular or ionic species. For example, a SSN 
including Ag particle/Single molecular layer of pyridine/Ag 
particle gives the SERS spectrum of the pyridine layer. 
Preferred intermediate layers include aromatic heterocyclic 
molecules (e.g., pyridine) and their derivatives, Raman 
active polymers, or bifunctional molecules Such as diisocy 
anate, which binds tightly to gold. Depending on the mag 
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nitude of the enhancement, a Single molecule may Suffice. In 
other words, the analyte amount can be as little as one 
molecule. AS described above, Raman spectra have been 
obtained for Single molecules at the junction between two 
SERS-active particles. 

0042. The characteristics of preferred analytes (from the 
perspective of SERS) are (i) Strongly Raman-active, and (ii) 
exhibiting a simple Raman spectrum. The first criterion is 
important because the greater the Raman activity, the fewer 
the number of molecules needed, and the leSS Stringency 
required for the outer SERS-active regions. The second 
criterion is important because the Simpler the Raman Spec 
trum, the greater the number of unique SSNs that can be 
generated and used simultaneously. At 633 nm, it is possible 
to form 540 distinct and easily resolvable peaks in a Single 
Raman spectrum from 300 to 3000 cm using a spec 
trograph to spread photons and a charge coupled device 
(CCD) camera as a detector. If each peak represents a unique 
analyte, then it is possible to generate a panel of 540 
differentiable SSNs. 

0043 Practice of the invention is not limited to the 
above-described instrumentation: Raman experiments with 
SSNs can be carried out with visible or near-IR irradiation, 
make use of Raman bands from 300 cm to 3300 cm, 
employ any form of monochromator or Spectrometer to 
Spatially or temporally resolve photons, and any form of 
photon detector. This arrangement facilitates the Synthesis of 
panels of at least 10 resolvable SSNs, and provides ample 
bandwidth for literally hundreds of panels of SSNs. 

0044) Those skilled in the art will recognize that there is 
a great deal of latitude in the composition of an analyte that 
yields a distinct Raman spectrum. For example, in Some 
embodiments, the analyte is not a molecule: it can be a 
positively or negatively charged ion (e.g., Na' or CN). If 
the analyte is a molecule, it can be neutral, positively 
charged, negatively charged, or amphoteric. The analyte can 
be a Solid, liquid or gas. Non-molecular Species Such as 
metals, oxides, Sulfides, etc. can Serve as the Raman-active 
Species. For example, a film of SiO2 on Au exhibits a unique 
and identifiable Raman Spectrum. Any Species or collection 
of Species that gives rise to a unique Raman Spectrum, 
whether Solid, liquid, gas, or a combination thereof, can 
Serve as the analyte. Examples easily number in the many 
millions and include but are not limited to Hg, dimethylfor 
mamide, HCl, H2O, CN, polypyrrole, hemoglobin, oligo 
nucleotides, charcoal, carbon, Sulfur, rust, polyacrylamide, 
citric acid, and diamond. In the case of diamond, the unique 
phonon mode of the particle can be used. For hemoglobin, 
only the porphyrin prosthetic group exhibits significant 
Raman activity; thus, complex Substances can be used as the 
analyte if only part of the molecular or atomic complexity is 
present in the Raman spectrum. 

004.5 The analyte can also be a polymer to which mul 
tiple Raman-active moieties are attached. In this case, dif 
ferentiable SSNs contain the same polymer serving as the 
intermediate layer, but the polymers have different attached 
moieties yielding different Raman Spectra. The polymer 
backbone does not itself contribute to the acquired Raman 
Spectrum. In one embodiment, the polymer is a linear chain 
containing amine groups to which Raman-active entities are 
attached. Alternatively, the polymer can be a dendrimer, a 
branched polymer with a tightly controlled tree-like Struc 
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ture, with each branch terminating in a Raman-active Spe 
cies. A Suitable dendrimer Structure has four generations of 
branches terminating in approximately 45 Raman-active 
entities. 

0046. In some embodiments, the invention contemplates 
the use of Raman-active analytes with distinct isotopic 
compositions. For example, the analyte CN is easily 
distinguished by Raman spectroScopy from the analyte 
°CN, and also from the analyte C'N. Furthermore, the use 

of analytes that have isotopic compositions distinct from 
naturally abundant Species allows analytes to be resolved 
from background Raman activity. Hence, the analyte 'CN 
is resolvable from any natural °CN present in the back 
ground. 

0047. It should likewise be clear to those skilled in the art 
that SSNS that give rise to unique Raman spectra can be 
considered different even if the analyte is essentially the 
Same. For example, the Raman spectrum of a cationic 
polymer charge compensated by anions can change depend 
ing on the choice of counter ion. A panel of differentiable 
SSNS can be formed using this polymer as a component of 
the analyte; each unique SSN has the polymer charge 
compensated by a different anion, thereby endowing each 
SSN with a unique Raman spectrum. In addition, a given 
analyte may have different Raman shifts on different SERS 
active layers, and differentiable SSNs can be formed using 
the same analyte sandwiched between layers of different 
metals. For example, p-nitroso-N,N'-dimethylaniline 
(p-NDMA) has different Raman shifts on gold and silver 
surfaces (J. F. Brazdil and E. B. Yeager, J. Phys. Chem. 
1981, 85, 995-1004, and S. Byahut and T. E. Furtak, 
Langmuir 1991, 7,508-513). 
0.048 Alternatively, one or more bands in the Raman 
Spectrum of an analyte may be dependent on the density of 
the analyte in the SSN. SSNs formed with different densities 
of the same analyte are therefore differentiable from one 
another. 

0049 While the examples above have focused on Raman 
Scattering, and in particular Surface enhanced Raman Scat 
tering (SERS), those practiced in the art of Raman spec 
troScopy are aware that the general concept of inelastic light 
Scattering has many alternative manifestations that can be 
used for detection. The basic “normal” Raman scattering 
experiment involves detection/measurement of Stokes 
shifted photons, i.e., those with a lower energy than the 
incident photons. Anti-Stokes photons-those with energies 
greater than the incident photons-are also generated in a 
Raman experiment. While the intensity of anti-Stokes 
Raman bands is typically low compared to the Stokes bands, 
they offer one very Significant advantage: the lack of inter 
ference from fluorescence, which by definition occurs at 
lower energies than excitation. In embodiments in which the 
overall SERS intensity is sufficiently high, this may be an 
attractive method for the detection of SSNs. 

0050 For molecules whose absorption spectrum overlaps 
with the laser excitation wavelength, Raman experiments 
are said to be in resonance, both the theory and practice of 
resonance Raman are well understood. SERS experiments 
carried out under these circumstances are referred to as 
SERRS (Surface enhanced resonance Raman Scattering). 
SERRS spectra are typically more intense than normal 
Raman spectra, and may provide an additional benefit. 
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Organic molecules that possess high extinctions in the 
Visible region of the Spectrum also exhibit relatively com 
plex molecular structures, and as Such might not be optimal 
choices for the intermediate layer. On the other hand, 
coordination complexes can have reasonably high absorp 
tivity and Still possess simple structures. For example, 
simple homoleptic complexes of Cu(I) and Cu(II) are often 
intensely colored (e.g., Cu(NH)). 
0051). In addition to SERS and SERRS, there are a variety 
of other detection mechanisms contemplated by the instant 
invention, including but not limited to Surface enhanced 
infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRA), Surface 
enhanced hyperRaman spectroscopy (SEHRS), and its reso 
nant analog, SEHRRS. In SEHRS and SEHRRS, two pho 
tons of frequency A generate a Scattering event at a fre 
quency of 2 A. The primary benefit of this method is the total 
lack of interference by fluorescence or any other background 
process: one can excite a particle with 800 nm light and 
observe photons Raman-shifted from 400 nm. In general, for 
a given analyte with Natoms, there are either 3N-5 or 3N-6 
unique vibrations, all of these vibrations can be found in 
either the Raman, hyperRaman, or infrared Spectrum. 
Indeed, in Some embodiments, identification of SSNs can 
rest on a combination of optical interrogation methods, 
including methods that rely on inelastic Scattering of pho 
tons (e.g., SERS, SERRS, SEHRS, and SEHRRS, in both 
Stokes and anti-Stokes modes), methods that rely on elastic 
Scattering of photons (e.g., Raleigh Scattering and hyperRa 
leigh Scattering for particles with dimensions at least/1oth of 
the excitation wavelength), and methods that rely on adsorp 
tion, e.g., SEIRA. 

0052. In an alternative embodiment of the invention, the 
SSN (including SSNs formed as Nanobarcodes particles) is 
coated with an encapsulant. Preferably, the encapsulant does 
not measurably alter the SERS activity of the naked SSN. 
However, the advantages of the present invention are still 
achieved if the encapsulant has Some measurable effect, 
provided it does not interfere with the SERS activity or does 
not add Significant complexity to the Raman spectrum. In 
addition, for biological applications, the encapsulant can be 
readily modified in order to attach molecules, including 
biomolecules, to its exterior Surface. Suitable encapsulants 
include, but are not limited to, glasses, polymers, metals, and 
metal oxides (Such as TiO, and SnO). The encapsulation is 
preferably carried out after formation of the SSN. In this 
way, the Raman-active analyte is Sequestered from the 
Surrounding Solvent. Such a configuration provides an SSN 
with stable SERS activity. An additional benefit of encap 
Sulation is that the aggregation of SSNS is minimized. In 
Some cases, the encapsulant and the Raman-active analyte 
can be of the same material. 

0053. In especially preferred embodiments, the encapsu 
lant is glass (e.g., SiO) or a glasslike Substance. To encap 
sulate in glass, the SSN is preferably treated first with a glass 
primer (that is, a material that can lead to growth of a 
uniform coating of glass, or can improve adhesion of the 
glass coat to the particle, or both). Glass is then grown over 
the metal nanoparticle by Standard techniques well known in 
the art. 

0054) Note that glass and many other materials contain 
functional groups amenable to molecular attachment. For 
example, immersion of glass in base allows covalent attach 
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ment of alkyl trichlorosilanes or alkyl trialkoxysilanes, with 
additional functionality available on the end of the alkyl 
group. Thus, glass Surfaces can be modified with all forms 
of biomolecules and biomolecular SuperStructures including 
cells, as well as oxides, metals, polymers, etc. Likewise, 
Surfaces of glass can be modified with well-organized mono 
molecular layers. In short, glass coatings Support essentially 
any and all forms of chemical functionalization (derivatiza 
tion). This is equally true for many different forms of 
encapsulant. As a result, encapsulated SSN particles can be 
affixed to any Species with chemically reactive functionality. 
All chemical functional groups are reactive under certain 
conditions. There is thus no limitation to the Species that can 
be immobilized on the encapsulant Surface. 

0.055 The thickness of the encapsulant can easily be 
varied depending on the physical properties required of the 
SSN. For example, coatings that are too thick-on the order 
of 1 micron or more-might preclude obtaining intense 
Raman Spectra. Coatings too thin might lead to interference 
in the Raman spectrum of the analyte by the molecules on 
the encapsulant Surface. At the same time, physical proper 
ties Such as Sedimentation coefficient are clearly affected by 
the thickness of the encapsulant. In general, the thicker the 
encapsulant, the more effective the Sequestration of the 
Raman-active analyte(s) or SSN from the Surrounding sol 
vent. When glass is used as the encapsulant, the preferred 
thickness ranges from 0.5 to 100 nm. 

0056) Use of SSNs 
0057. As described above, panels or kits of SSNs can be 
made in which each population of SSN in the panel has a 
unique SERS spectrum. Although the SERS activity of each 
population of SSNs in the panel is unique, the other prop 
erties of the SSNs-size, shape, composition of the outer 
layers, etc.-can be kept uniform across the panel. In 
embodiments in which SSNs are encapsulated, thereby 
Sequestering the analyte from Solvent, individual popula 
tions do not have different Solvent or Storage requirements. 
Also, each encapsulated SSN has the same exterior Shell, 
Simplifying the choice of chemistry either for attachment of 
molecules to the SSNs or attachment of the SNNs to Solid 
Supports. 

0058. The SSNs provided by the present invention can be 
used in Virtually any assay in which a detectable tag or label 
is required. In one example, SSNs are used in biological and 
chemical assays as replacements for Standard fluorescent 
tags. Indeed, SSNs possess a number of characteristics that 
make them far Superior to prior art optical tags based on 
fluorophores. For example, assays using fluorophore detec 
tion are commonly hampered by the presence of autofluo 
rescence and other background effects. In addition, many 
assays require use of a number of different fluorophores, 
different fluorophores commonly require different attach 
ment chemistries and have different environmental require 
ments and sensitivities. Particularly noteworthy is the 
quenching of fluorescent activity that is observed when 
Some fluorophores are conjugated to proteins. Finally, irre 
versible photodegradation resulting from the creation of a 
triplet or Singlet eXcited State, followed by a non-reversible 
chemical reaction that permanently eliminates the excited 
State, places a Severe limitation on the Sensitivity of detec 
tion. By contrast, SSNs cannot be photobleached or photo 
degraded, have uniform chemical and physical properties, 
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and can readily be resolved from the background. Perhaps 
most importantly, SSN detection is significantly more Sen 
Sitive than fluorophore detection. Indeed, it is possible to tag 
a single molecule with a Single SSN, and then detect the 
presence of that molecule using Raman spectroScopy. Such 
Simple Single molecule resolution is without parallel in the 
fluorophore detection art. 
0059 An example of a biological assay in which SSNs 
can be used as optical tags is the Sandwich immunoassay. In 
Sandwich assays, a target to be detected is captured by a 
Solid Surface. An antibody (or other ligand) to the same 
target is attached to a SSN, and then contacted with the solid 
Support. Laser light of a Suitable wavelength is then directed 
toward the Solid Surface, and the Scattered light detected. 
The presence of the SSN SERS signal at the solid support 
indicates the presence of the antigen. In general, SSNs can 
be conjugated to any ligand that is used to detect the 
presence of a Specific target in an assay. 
0060. In a specifically contemplated embodiment, SSNs 
are conjugated to nucleic acid molecules. In this way, they 
can be used in Virtually any assay known in the art that 
detects Specific nucleic acid Sequences using optically 
tagged nucleic acid probes. 
0061 SSNs are especially suitable for multiplexed 
chemical assays in which the identity of SSNs encodes the 
identity of the target of the assay. Prior art multiplexed 
assays that use fluorophores to encode target identity are 
Subject to a number of severe constraints imposed by the 
physical and chemical properties of the fluorophores. Spe 
cifically, different fluorophores have different excitation 
maxima, So coincident excitation of multiple fluorescent 
tags is not possible. Moreover, fluorescence emission occurs 
in broad Spectral bands, So the bands from one fluorophore 
often overlap with those of another. As a result, resolving 
even three different fluorescence activities requires Sophis 
ticated optics to Separate and then detect the individual 
emission wavelengths. Because of these problems, multi 
plexed assays that use fluorophores rely on positional infor 
mation to reveal target identity. Often, multiplexed assays 
with fluorophores use a Solid Support on which ligands are 
arranged in defined positions. The location of fluorophore 
Signal reveals the identity of the target; the size of the 
fluorophore signal at that location indicates the amount of 
the target. However, the Synthesis of Solid Supports with 
reagents localized at Specific positions is expensive and 
time-consuming. There are limits on the number of features 
that may be defined on a Single Surface. 
0062 By contrast, the SSNs of the present invention offer 
remarkable spectral diversity and resolvability. As a result, 
SSNS can be used in multiplexed assays to yield quantitative 
and qualitative information without requiring the position 
Specific localization of reagents. Each SSN coupled to a 
target-Specific reagent can encode the identity of that Spe 
cific target, and the intensity of a particular Raman Signal 
reveals the quantity of that target. For example, in the 
Sandwich immunoassays described above, the identity of 
targets captured on the Solid Support can be determined by 
using a different flavor of SSN for each target. 
0063 Although SSNs are perfectly Suited for use in 
multiplexing applications, they need not be used to encode 
identity in this manner. They can be used simply as replace 
ments for fluorophores in multiplexed assays in which 
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reagents are localized to specific positions on Solid Supports. 
When used in this way, the SSNs offer vastly more sensitive 
target detection than fluorophores. 
0.064 Flow cytometry is an example of a multiplexed 
assay format in which the diversity and resolvability of 
SSNs can be fully exploited. In one such embodiment, 
populations of beads are provided to which primary anti 
bodies against the targets to be detected are conjugated. The 
beads are contacted with the assay Solution containing the 
targets, and also with a Second Set of antibodies against the 
targets. Each Secondary antibody is conjugated to a SSN that 
encodes the identity of the target to which it will bind. The 
beads are then passed through a flow cytometer that acquires 
the Raman Spectrum of each bead, thereby detecting the 
binding of the target to the bead and Secondary antibody. 
Because the Raman spectrometer can Sample all frequency 
Space of each bead, it is even possible to place many 
different primary antibodies on a Single bead; the Raman 
Spectrum of each bead can be decoded to determine which 
SSNs are present and in what quantity; this in turn reveals 
how much of each target is bound to a single bead. It will be 
understood that there are many variations of this basic 
Scheme, including the use of reagents other than antibodies 
to bind to the targets of interest. Accordingly, SSNs can be 
used in a multitude of variations on this Scheme in which it 
is necessary or useful to tag a reagent. 
0065. The SSNs can also be used as optical tags for 
Microvolume Laser Scanning Cytometry (MLSC), rather 
than flow cytometry. MLSC is described in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/378,259, “Novel Optical Architec 
tures for MicroVolume Laser-Scanning Cytometers, filed 
Aug. 20, 1999, and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/558, 
094, “System for MicroVolume Laser Scanning Cytometry,” 
filed Apr. 26, 2000, both incorporated herein by reference in 
their entirety. In one embodiment of this System, a Raman 
microScope Scans a capillary containing the reagents 
described above for the flow cytometry applications. The 
Raman microScope measures the Raman spectrum of each 
bead in the capillary, thereby obtaining quantitative data for 
each target to be detected. Again, it is the Raman Signal of 
each SSN that encodes target identity; position specific 
reagents are not required. 

0.066. In other embodiments, SSNs are used as optical 
tags in the Solid Support-based combinatorial chemical 
(“combi-chem”) synthesis of libraries of novel compounds. 
One such method is known as “split and pool' synthesis. In 
this method, a preparation of Suitably derivatized resinous 
beads is randomly divided into multiple populations, and 
each population is introduced into a different reaction mix 
ture. Different reaction mixtures can contain different 
reagents, or the same reagents but different reaction condi 
tions. Following reaction, the beads are then washed, recom 
bined and divided again into a set of reaction mixtures. 
Because of the random manner in which the beads are 
distributed, each bead experiences a unique reaction history. 
The result is a bead-based library containing all of the 
compounds Synthesized using the different permutations of 
the reaction mixtures. The library may then be Screened to 
identify lead compounds with the desired activity. The lead 
compounds, in turn, can be analyzed to determine their 
composition and Structure. The combi-chem method has 
been used to Synthesize libraries of peptides, benzodiazap 
enes, and So on. 
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0067. If the reaction history of an individual bead is 
known, then the chemical composition and Structure of the 
compound attached thereto can be determined. There are 
Several ways known in the art for encoding beads with their 
reaction history. In Some methods, each reaction mixture 
contains a unique identifier molecule that becomes attached 
to the bead during the reaction Step. At the completion of the 
Synthesis, the identifier molecules can be cleaved from the 
bead of interest, and the reaction history of the bead can be 
determined by detecting the individual identifier molecules 
liberated from the bead. For example, prior art methods have 
used short oligonucleotides to encode reaction histories. 
These oligomers must be cleaved from the beads, amplified, 
and then Sequenced in order to decode the reaction history; 
this is a time-consuming process. Because Such identifier 
molecules must first be cleaved from the bead, it is necessary 
to choose a chemistry in which (a) cleaving the identifier 
from the bead does not modify or cleave the lead compound 
from the bead; and/or (b) cleaving the lead compound from 
the bead does not modify or cleave the identifier molecule. 
Moreover, the chemistry used to couple the identifier, and 
often just the presence of the identifier molecules themselves 
on the Surface of the beads, may interfere with the actual 
combi-chem reactions. Such considerations place consider 
able restraints on all aspects of the chemistry used in 
encoded combi-chem Synthesis. 

0068. The SSNs provided by the present invention can be 
used to encode the reaction history of beads in Such com 
binatorial Schemes. Each reaction mixture can contain a 
unique species of SSNs, Such that each reaction Step is 
accompanied by the attachment of a number of SSNs to the 
bead upon which the combinatorial Synthesis takes place. 
For example, reaction mixture A can be encoded by SSN' 
when used at step 1 in the synthesis scheme, and by SSN 
when used at Step 2 in the Synthesis Scheme, and So on up 
to SSN" when used at step n in the synthesis scheme. At the 
end of the Synthesis Scheme, the individual beads may be 
Screened for the desired lead compound activity. Beads with 
the desired lead compound activity are then examined by 
Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectrum of each bead is 
then automatically decoded to detect the individual Species 
of SSNs that have bound to each bead. This information 
reveals the reaction history of the bead, and hence the 
Structure of the lead compound. 

0069. The use of SSNs to encode combi-chem synthesis 
Schemes is a significant advance over the prior art. The entire 
reaction history of one bead can be determined by taking a 
Single spectral measurement, without requiring that the bead 
undergo any physical or chemical manipulations. Indeed, the 
Raman spectrum can even be obtained in microtiter Wells. 
Because the Raman activity of the SSNs can be measured 
without cleaving them from the bead, the constraints on the 
choice of chemistries outlined above are greatly reduced. 
Similarly, the only chemical groupings that the SSNs expose 
on the Surface of the beads are the derivatizing groups that 
attach the SSN to the bead, and the stable encapsulant. 
Again, this greatly reduces the problems of identifier mol 
ecule interference with the combi-chem Synthesis. Finally, 
the unprecedented spectral diversity offered by the SSNs 
enables the robust encoding of combi-chem Schemes that are 
far more complex than allowed by prior art encoding meth 
ods. 
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0070 Although SERS provides ample spectral diversity 
to allow many hundreds of differentiable SSNs to be made, 
in Some applications it may be desirable to base the detection 
of an SSN on a combination of identifiable characteristics. 
In embodiments in which SSNs are formed as Nanobarcodes 
particles, it is particularly easy to add Such additional 
identifying characteristics to the SSNs. For example, 
Nanobarcodes particles SSNs can have a unique optical 
Signature based upon a combination of SERS activity (and/ 
or one of the variants outlined above, e.g., SERRS, SEHRS, 
etc.) and a measurement of optical reflectivity, wherein the 
optical reflectivity measurement depends on the size, com 
position, and Shape of the Segments of the nanobar code. 

0071. In additional to biological applications, the SSNs 
of the present invention can be employed in a wide range of 
non-biological applications as tags or labels for a variety of 
objects, including but not limited to chemicals, molecules, 
materials, particles, paints, fasteners, tires, paper, docu 
ments, money, weapons, oil, or pills. When used as a tag, the 
SSN can be associated in any suitable way with the material 
that it labels. In these applications, it may be desirable to 
have tens of thousands or even millions of different codes; 
for example, handgun tracking applications require a unique 
code to be associated with each Specific gun. The number of 
different potential codes can be increased by associating 
more than one SSN to the object of interest. For example, 
SSNs containing five different Raman-active analytes can be 
prepared, with analyte amounts varied by five factors often, 
to produce 50 distinguishable particle types. Ten-fold dif 
ferences in analyte amount yield detectable differences in 
Spectral intensity. Any number of the prepared particles can 
be added to each object to be tagged; for example, adding 
four Such particles to each object provides for multi-particle 
combinations having over 10 different codes. 
0072 Manufacture of SSNs 
0073 Rod-shaped SSNs with carefully controlled lengths 
and diameters can be formed using the techniques described 
above for manufacturing Nanobarcodes particles. In these 
methods, metal layers are deposited into porous membranes 
by Sequential electrochemical reduction of metal ions in 
Solution. The Sandwich Structure is formed one Stripe at a 
time within the pores of the membrane. Segments can 
instead be added using, for example, chemical vapor depo 
Sition or chemical Self assembly. In addition to Simple 
three-layer Sandwich Structures, particles with multiple 
SERS-active layers and multiple Raman-active analyte lay 
ers can be formed by this method. The porous membrane 
templates can be commercially available alumina or poly 
carbonate membranes, or they can be made by photolitho 
graphic methods. The particles themselves can also be 
manufactured by photolithographic methods. 

0.074) A variety of additional methods can be used to 
make the intermediate Raman-active layer. In Some embodi 
ments, the intermediate layer is a metal oxide formed by 
oxidizing a previously deposited metal layer. For example, 
a rod with a structure of Au/Ni/Au can be oxidized to 
generate an intermediate layer of NiO/Ni(OH) between two 
gold regions. Alternatively, a metal oxide can be electro 
plated directly onto one of the outer layers, followed by 
deposition of the final outer layer. For example, copper 
oxides can be electroplated from copper Sulfate and lactic 
acid Solutions, as described in J. A. Switzer et al., “Electro 
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chemical Self-Assembly of Copper/Cuprous Oxide Layered 
Nanostructures.J. Am. Chem. SOc. 1998, 120, 3530-3531. 
0075) A polymer intermediate layer can be formed by 
growing a multi-layer polymer film on top of a first outer 
metal layer primed with a Suitable material. The membrane 
is immersed in a polymer Stock Solution until a Sufficiently 
thick layer is formed on the primer, which encourages 
growth of the layer and improves adhesion of the layer to the 
metal Surface. For information on growing polymer layers, 
See N. I. Kovtyukhova et al., “Layer-by-Layer Assembly of 
Rectifying Junctions in and on Metal Nanowires.J. Phys. 
Chem. B 2001, 105, 8762-8769. 
0076. In an alternative embodiment, the intermediate 
layer is formed not as a homogeneous region of Raman 
active analyte, but as a layer of analyte-coated SERS-active 
colloidal particles. For example, 10-nm diameter colloidal 
gold particles coated with the analyte can be added as a layer 
above the first SERS-active region, and then the second 
SERS-active region can be deposited above the colloid 
layer. In this case, the Sandwich geometry is found both 
between the gold colloids in the intermediate layer and 
between the gold colloids and SERS-active outer layers. 
0077. After the particle is formed, it can be encapsulated 
in an encapsulant Such as glass. To encapsulate in glass, the 
SSN is preferably treated first with a glass primer (that is, a 
material that can lead to growth of a uniform coating of 
glass, or can improve adhesion of the glass coat to the 
particle, or both). Glass is then grown over the metal 
nanoparticle by Standard techniques well known in the art. 
Glass encapsulation methods are described in the following 
references, all of which are herein incorporated by reference: 
S. R. Hall et al., “Cocondensation of Organosilica Hybrid 
Shells on Nanoparticle Templates: A Direct Synthetic Route 
to Functionalized Core-Shell Colloids,'Langmuir 2000, 16, 
1454-1456; L. M. Liz-Marzán et al., “Synthesis of Nano 
sized Gold-Silica Core-Shell Particles,'Langmuir 1996, 12, 
4329-4335; and T. Ung et al., “Controlled Method for Silica 
Coating of Silver Colloids. Influence of Coating on the Rate 
of Chemical Reactions,” Langmuir 1998, 14, 3740-3748. 
0078. It should be noted that the foregoing description is 
only illustrative of the invention. Various alternatives and 
modifications can be devised by those skilled in the art 
without departing from the invention. Accordingly, the 
present invention is intended to embrace all Such alterna 
tives, modifications and variances which fall within the 
Scope of the disclosed invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of manufacturing a particle comprising: 
a) associating at least two Surface-enhanced spectroscopy 

(SES)-active outer regions with a spectroscopy-active 
analyte positioned between Said outer regions, and 

b) coating Said outer regions and Said analyte at least 
partially with an encapsulant; 

wherein Said SpectroScopy-active analyte has a measur 
able SES spectrum. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein Said outer region 
comprises a metal Selected from the group consisting of Au, 
Ag, Cu, Na, Al, Li and Cr. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said outer region 
comprises Au. 
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4. The method of claim 2, wherein Said outer region 
comprises Ag. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein said outer region has 
a length less than about 200 nm. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein said outer region has 
a length less than about 150 nm. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein said outer region has 
a length less than about 100 nm. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein Said encapsulant has a 
thickness less than about 1 micron. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein said encapsulant has a 
thickness between about 0.5 nm and about 100 nm. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein said outer region 
comprises an alloy of metals Selected from the group con 
Sisting of Au, Ag, Cu, Na, Al, Li and Cr. 

11. The method of claim 1, wherein Said spectroScopy 
active analyte forms a Submonolayer coating on Said outer 
region. 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein Said spectroScopy 
active analyte forms a monolayer coating on Said outer 
region. 
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13. The method of claim 1, wherein said spectroscopy 
active analyte forms a multilayer coating on Said outer 
region. 

14. The method of claim 1, wherein said encapsulant 
comprises a material Selected from the group consisting of 
glass, polymers, metals, metal oxides, and metal Sulfides. 

15. The method of claim 1, wherein said encapsulant 
comprises a plurality of materials Selected from the group 
consisting of glass, polymers, metals, metal oxides, and 
metal Sulfides. 

16. The method of claim 1, wherein said encapsulant 
comprises glass oxide (SiO). 

17. The method of claim 1, wherein said encapsulant 
comprises TiO. 

18. The method of claim 1, wherein said Surface-en 
hanced Spectrum is obtained by a method Selected from the 
group consisting of SERS, SERRS, SEHRRS and SEIRA. 

19. The method of claim 1, wherein said Surface-en 
hanced analyte is an aromatic analyte. 

20. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
functionalizing the Surface of the encapsulated particles. 

k k k k k 


